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Master Key Combination
Padlocks

Summary

This is the result of 3 years development and testing with schools and gyms across Europe and now 
in the 3 incarnation.  The padlock is a traditional brass combination lock with either 3 or 4 dials 
depending on size but with the added advantage of a master key.

The Master Key is designed to be held by the administrator or staff. This removes the need for bolt 
cutters if a code is forgotten but also allows staff discrete access to inspect lockers and replace the 
padlock on the same code if necessary. Additionally, the “Code Discovery” version of this model allows 
the code to be reset using the master key if forgotten or if you simply wish to collect all the locks and 
then reissue them to a new set of students or staff members. Note that this additional function is only 
available in the “Code Discovery” version.

They also have a couple of unique features making them ideal for schools and lockers. Each padlock 
can be reset to its own code and once set prevents the numbers from being turned until the padlock 
is shut and locked again. This prevents younger pupils from accidentally changing or forgetting the 
code before they put it back on their locker. Additionally, the reset position can be "locked in", making 
it easier for younger students to set their own code.

Dimensions

Dimension C40MK

Solid Extruded Brass Body
Precision Mechanism (anti manipulation)
Steel Chrome Plated Shackle
Individually Boxed (instructions included)
Available 30 & 40mm
3 dials on 30mm / 4 dials on 40mm
Masterkey sold seperately
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